Cardiovascular autonomic neuropathy studied by a laser-Doppler blood flowmeter in hemodialysis patients.
Orthostatic hypotension during a hemodialysis (HD) session affects not only the modality but daily quality of life for HD patients because many of them have combined dysfunction of both sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems. Although various non-invasive methods have been applied for the evaluation of autonomic function, no monitor has been devised for measuring the dysfunction during blood purification therapy. We evaluated the usefulness of laser-Doppler blood flowmeter (LDF) for measuring autonomic function of stable 34 regular HD patients and 24 healthy controls. The LDF device was applied for autonomic test by measuring periflux blood flow decreasing velocity (PDV) accompanied with Valsalva maneuver. We also evaluated the correlation between PDV and conventional tests for atherosclerosis. The average PDV (3.79±1.77) in HD population level was significantly lower than that of healthy controls (8.72±6.00). We also found a significant correlation between PDV and conventional methods such as heart rate variability and ankle-brachial blood pressure index. Measurement of PDV by LDF is as useful as a conventional method for evaluating autonomic function in HD patients. The convenience of the device offers the benefit of daily and frequent measurement of autonomic dysfunction.